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LONG-TERM PLAN
of cooperation between the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics for 1981-1985

The Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, guided by a
desire to further develop the ties, increase their effectiveness, and strengthen the
fraternal relations between the organs of internal affairs of both countries, have
agreed to sign this Long-Range Plan of Cooperation for 1981-1985 in order to realize
the 27 February 1971 Agreement of cooperation between Ministry of Internal Affairs
of the CSSR and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR.

Article 1

During the implementation of cooperation in 1981-1985 the Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will concentrate on the following
areas:

1. An improvement of the system of management and the structure of the organs of
internal affairs.
2. An improvement of the forms and methods of the activity of the organs of internal
affairs in the protection of public order and fighting crime.
3. The organization of support to traffic safety.
4. Support to fire safety.
5. The organization of work to improve the quality of personnel.
6. The use of the achievements of science in the activity of the organs of internal
affairs, the introduction and use of operational and technical equipment, material and
technical support, capital construction, financial and economic activity, and medical
service.
7. The development and creation of specialized information retrieval system within
the framework of joint work in an integrated program.
8. The improvement of the forms and methods of political education work.

Article 2

The Contracting Parties, based on the tasks of cooperation, will expand the exchange
of work experience, facilitate the exchange of scientific information, implement
measures to fight crime, develop scientific and technical ties between the
corresponding bodies and institutions of both ministries, and conduct scientific
research on questions of mutual interest, and also help in the training and retraining
of personnel. In addition, both ministries will regularly exchange official information
about the most characteristic crimes of Czechoslovak citizens on Soviet territory
which have been solved and by Soviet citizens on Czechoslovak territory, the
materials of scientific research, monographs, films, special and academic literature,
study guides in the investigation of individual categories of crimes, catalogs of new
technology used by the organs of internal affairs, visual aids, lectures, publications,
departmental regulatory documents regulating the primary lines of activity of the
organs of internal affairs, etc.

The parties will continue to exchange departmental journals and publications and also
the experience of editorial and publishing activity.

In addition, the sides will exchange articles and materials on questions of mutual



interest in the established procedure.

Article 3

1. When cooperating in the field of improving management systems and the structure
of the organs of internal affairs the Contracting Parties will concentrate their attention
primarily on an exchange of experience on the following questions:
- the organizational activity of headquarters to manage operational subunits (standby
units) of the  urban regional bodies of internal affairs,
- assessing the operational situation in the republic, city, or region,
- organizing statistical information work about lawbreakers,
-the comprehensive inspection, elaboration, and implementation measures to react to
changes of the operational situation, and the organization of zonal control,
the coordination of scientific research work and conducting forensic research,
- the study of the structure and authorized manpower standards of the organs of
internal affairs.
2. The contracting parties will conduct the following measures with this in mind:
a) The USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the CSSR Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists on the following questions: 
- the organization of analytical work, the collection and accumulation of information,
the preparation and adoption of managerial decisions, and the planning of the activity
of the organs of internal affairs;
- the improvement of the management system. Inspection and monitoring of the
activity of the organs of internal affairs.
b) The CSSR Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the USSR Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists on the following questions: 
- the organization of managerial activity when carrying out measures to preserve the
public order;
- the use of documentary and computer equipment in the activity of the operational
subunits of Headquarters;
- the principles and criteria for evaluating the operational situation and carrying out
measures in the area of preventing crimes and their detection;
- the organization, system, and content of analytical work;
- the principles and criteria for the optimal placement of personnel and equipment.
3. The Contracting Parties will exchange information about the following questions:
- the improvement of the structure of the organs of internal affairs,
- a reduction of the strength of the management staff,
- ensuring the optimal placement of personnel and equipment,
- the criteria of assessing the activity of the organs of internal affairs and their
services,
- analytical work, and planning and forecasting in the activity of the organs of internal
affairs,
- the organization of the monitoring of performance,
- conducting operational research against the most important questions of the
activity of the organs of internal affairs.

Article 4

1. When cooperating in the field of improving the organization, methods, and tactics
of fighting crime the Contracting Parties will concentrate their attention primarily on
an exchange of experience on the following questions:



- increase the professional skill of detectives and investigators,
- the organization of work to prevent and solve crimes,
- preventive work,
- activity to solve crimes and search for escaped criminals.

2. The contracting parties will conduct the following measures with this in mind:

The USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the CSSR Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists about the following questions:
- the organization of activity of the organs of internal affairs to fight crime,
management of this activity, and its analysis;
- the organization of the political and professional education of personnel to ensure
the performance of official missions;
- the use of the mass media in propagandizing the activity of the organs of internal
affairs, and the strengthening of their authority among the population;
- the organization and system of work to detect and eliminate the reasons and
conditions promoting the commission of property crimes;
- the study of the practice of fighting criminal infringements on freight being shipped
by rail;
- the comprehensive study of the problems of the timely and effective reaction of the
investigative staff to incoming information about crimes which have been committed,
the organization of [trip] departures and work at incident scenes, and the search for
ways to increase their performance;
- the comparative study of the investigative practices in cases concerning ordinary
crimes committed by foreigners, and also against these citizens. The practice of
investigating vehicle transportation crimes;
- familiarization with the methods of the forensic physico-chemical research of
lubricants;
- the research of automotive [avtotekhnicheskoe] glass removed from the site of road
accidents with the methods of atomic spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence;
- the forensic and physico-chemical research of explosive and highly flammable
substances, and also the products of their decomposition;
- the forensic research of chemical fibers with physico-chemical instrumental
methods;
- the use of data about the external appearance of a person in the operational search
and investigative work of the organs of internal affairs;
- methods of obtaining investigative and evidentiary information when investigating
road accidents with the use of trace evidence analysis;
- the problems of using a scanning electron microscope in forensic research;
- the method of acquiring information about the identity of a criminal from
forced-entry tools;
- the forensic research of magnetic recordings;
- the use of a scanning electron microscope in combination with a microprobe or
microanalyzer for X-ray analysis in the research of microscopic objects:
- the research of the effectiveness of the influence of the activity of the organs of
internal affairs as an organizational and management factor on the status of a
forensic situation;
- the comparative study of a forensic situation in individual regions (zones of
intensive socioeconomic development, resort and tourist regions, cities, and a rural
locality);
- the forensic research of the fight against serious crimes against a person;
- ensuring public order and the protection of socialist property considering the
positive experience of the militia's cooperation with the transport administration;



- organizational, tactical, and methodological problems of crime prevention.
b) The CSSR Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the USSR Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists on the following questions: 
- the methods and forms of the use of operational equipment in fighting crime;
- collective work on the operational investigative identification of groups of the most
dangerous and urgent crimes;
- research on various categories of persons who have committed crimes;
- research on the criminal personality;
- study of the means of committing and concealing the most dangerous economic
crimes;
- methods of predicting crime;
- operational investigative activity when solving the most characteristic criminal and
economic offenses;
- the cooperation of investigators and operations officials when solving and
investigating economic crimes;
- the organization and use of equipment to protect socialist property and citizens'
property;
- the protection of especially important facilities;
- the prevention of crimes at economic facilities of the national economy;
- the optimal placement of the men and equipment of forensic techniques;
- the equipping of subunits of the organs of internal affairs with technical forensic
equipment;
- the research of material evidence by methods of infrared spectroscopy with the use
of computers;
- the use of the results of investigations in the field of odor detection in forensics;
- the use of the results of biological expertise in forensics;
- the use of methods of spectrozonal photography in forensics.

Article 5

1. When cooperating in the field of improving activity to guard the public order the
Contracting Parties will first of all concentrate their attention on an exchange of
experience on the following questions:
- the organization and tactics of performing police patrol and checkpoint service in
cities and rural localities,
- the organization, management, and use of auxiliary assets of the organs of internal
affairs (police auxiliaries) in strengthening public order, and other assets drawn from
the public,
- the organization of the work of the organs of internal affairs regarding the system of
permitting the acquisition and monitoring of rifled small arms and ammunition
belonging to organizations and individuals, and also the control of explosives;
- the specifics of the organization of the protection of especially important facilities,
the management of people and equipment involved in the protection of these
facilities, the tactics of the operation of squads in the event that unusual
circumstances arise, and the use of security and fire alarm equipment,
communications, and television,
- organizational, information, and analytical work of the MVD headquarters of a
republic to ensure the protection of public order,
- the organization of the work of the organs of internal affairs to fight the evasion of
socially useful labor;
- the practice of observing an international Agreement about reciprocal visa-free
trips, the further simplification of the conditions of departure and entry in effect at
Czechoslovak-Soviet checkpoints for individual categories of trips, the residence and



travel regimes of citizens of one of the contracting parties through the territory of the
other contracting party.
2. With this in mind the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the CSSR
Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of
experience and consultation of specialists on the following questions:
- an exchange of experience of the issuance of foreign passports and permission for
trips to citizens of one of the contracting parties to the territory of the other
contracting party;
- the study of the work experience to fight drunkenness and alcoholism;
- the organization of the monitoring of the safekeeping of rifled small arms,
radioactive substances, and strong poisons;
- the organization of the work of militia bodies to stop and solve crimes on rail
transport;
- the organization of work to inspect hand luggage, passengers, and baggage;
- the work of the CSSR organs of internal affairs to ensure the flight safety of civil
aircraft;
- the organization, staffing system, training, education of units and subunits of Public
Safety, and the principles of their official use, the protection of facilities with the use
of equipment, and work on long-range planning of the training and retraining of
personnel;
- the introduction of equipment in the protection of facilities and the effectiveness of
carrying out this work.

Article 6

1. When cooperating in the field of improving activity to ensure traffic safety the
Contracting Parties will concentrate their attention primarily on an exchange of
experience on the following questions:
- the organization of the service to monitor road traffic and the practice of employing
punishment for violations of the traffic Rules,
- the system of first aid to victims of traffic accidents;
- the organization of the process of teaching drivers of various categories of
transportation equipment practical driving,
- the activity of public organizations in preventing road accidents and their
cooperation with the militia organs
-the transport and engineering activity of the organs of Public Safety transport
inspectors,
- the experience of the work of militia schools in training inspectors of the State
Automotive Inspectorate road patrol service,
the organization of information support to transit traffic in cities,
- the system of monitoring and cooperation of militia organs (of public safety) with
organizations dealing with the design, construction, repair, and operation of roads,
- the search for drivers who have fled road accidents, and also people who have
stolen automobiles,
- the investigation of road and transport accidents.
2. With this in mind the contracting parties will conduct the following measures:
a) The USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the CSSR Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists on the following questions:
- the study and use of the most effective tactical means, methods, and equipment
when surveying road traffic;
- the use of measures of administrative influence against foreign automotive tourists
violating traffic rules;
- the organization of the work of duty units in the operational management of men



and equipment when ensuring uninterrupted road traffic, the regulation of transport
flow, and conducting operations to arrest criminals using vehicle transportation;
b) The CSSR Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs will send, and the USSR Ministry of
Internal Affairs will receive [the following] for an exchange of experience and
consultation of specialists on the following questions: 
- the organization of an automated system of regulating road traffic in cities;
- the use of helicopters in organizing and regulating road traffic;
- the use of ground photogrammetry when documenting traffic accidents;
- the organization of work and the means of patrolling at permanent control points;
- the means and forms of surveiling the technical status of motorized transport
equipment (technical control points).
3. The contracting parties will exchange information about the above questions.

Article 7

When cooperating in the field of providing fire protection safety the Contracting
Parties will concentrate their attention firstly on an exchange of experience on the
following questions:
- the organization of the protection of facilities with the aid of the newest equipment,
- familiarization with the procedure for the development of fire protection alarm
instruments and the organization of their industrial production;
- the study of the status of equipping fire subunits;
- the development of a single method of assessing the technical level of mobile fire
equipment for Comecon member countries;
- a deepening of contacts and the coordination of joint actions while taking part in the
work of KTIF [the International Association of Firefighters and Rescue Services],
- a study of the organization of work of the Union of Voluntary Fire Protection, and its
collaboration with professional fire protection, ministries, and the above bodies,
- the study of the organization of the work in firefighting standards-setting in
construction, technical engineering measures ensuring the safety of people, and the
organization of the fire protection of production processes and technological
equipment; 
- a deepening of the exchange of scientific and technical information in the field of
fire protection,
- an expansion of cooperation in the statistical processing of information about fires
with the use of computers,
- a deepening of cooperation while protecting the Druzhba oil pipeline, a transit gas
pipeline, and when protecting nuclear power stations.
2. With this purpose the Contracting Parties will provide for the reciprocal assignment
of specialists to exchange experience and hold consultations, and also to exchange
information of mutual interest.

Article 8

1. When cooperating in the field of work with personnel, and also training and
educating them the Contracting Parties will concentrate attention primarily on an
exchange of experience on the following questions:
- the organization of work to select personnel and the high-quality staffing of the
organs and subunits of internal affairs,
- the study and evaluation of the political and professional qualities of officials of the
organs of internal affairs,
- the effectiveness of the influence of the disciplinary practice on strengthening the
service discipline of officials and the observation of socialist legality in the activity of
the organs of internal affairs.



1. Both contracting parties will mutually exchange their specialists with this purpose.
2. The USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs will annually accept officials of the CSSR
organs of internal affairs for training in higher educational institutions. Their number
will be established by annual protocols signed by the ministries in accordance with
the Agreement on cooperation between the CSSR Federal Ministry of internal Affairs
and the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs.
The Contracting Parties will provide for the reciprocal assignment of specialists and
instructors for internship in higher educational institutions and scientific research
institutions of the organs of internal affairs.
The exchange and internship program will also be determined by annual protocols.
The higher educational institutions of the contracting parties will exchange
informational materials, the results of scientific research, and training aids. They will
organize authors' collectives to write textbooks and training aids together.
The higher educational institutions of both sides will mutually invite specialists to take
part in scientific conferences and speeches before instructors and students
[slushateli] on questions of the activity of the organs of internal affairs.

Article 9

1. When cooperating in the field of political educational work the Contracting Parties
will devote attention in particular on an exchange of experience on the following
questions:
- the study of the experience of work to increase the influence of the political
educational staff of the ministry on the mobilization of the activity and efforts of Party
members to carry out Party and government decisions,
- the organization of professional training of personnel to ensure the high-quality
performance of official and operational tasks,
- the organization of ideological and political and cultural and esthetic education of
personnel, and of officials' free time,
- the use of mass media in propagandizing the activity of the organs of internal
affairs, and the strengthening of their authority among the population.
2. Both ministries will perform this cooperation by:
1. An exchange of delegations of officials of the Directorate for Political Educational
Work of the CSSR Federal Ministry of internal Affairs and the Directorate for Political
Educational Work of the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs.
2. An exchange of printed materials.
3. The training of officials of the CSSR Federal Ministry of internal Affairs in the Higher
Political School of the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Article 10

As a result of the mutual exchange of specialists the All-Union Scientific Research
Institute of the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Forensic Institute of Public
Safety of the Federal Directorate of Public Safety of the CSSR Federal Ministry of
internal Affairs will coordinate scientific research work and exchange information
about jointly developed scientific research.

Article 11

In order to cooperate in the field of introducing and using operational equipment,
computer technology, material and technical support, capital construction, financial
and economic activity, and medical service the Contracting Parties will exchange
specialists to consult and exchange work experience on the following questions:

1. The introduction and use of operational equipment:



- the exchange of experience in organizing and using radio communications and other
types of communications of the ministry of internal affairs,
- the study of the experience of using special office machines in the work of the GAI
[State Automotive Inspectorate] (the Transport Service of Public Safety) and passport
organizations,
- the organization of keeping fingerprint files and their use in solving crimes,
- an exchange of experience in employing a complex of photographic and film
equipment, electrooptic instruments, and magnetic and videotape recordings in
investigative practice and in the operational investigative activity of the organs of
internal affairs,
- the joint development of an operational investigative AIPS [Automated Information
Retrieval System] in accordance with an integrated program.
2. Joint development of the production [of]:
- special substances and the equipment for their implementation used in order to act
against criminals;
- special substances and equipment to protect material valuables from theft and to
support the search for the criminals;
- means of individual protection designed for use by officials of the organs of internal
affairs when acting against criminals;
- an automatic photodocumentation apparatus to monitor road traffic at intersections
and railroad crossings;
- devices to free people from transportation equipment that has been in an accident;
diagnostic equipment to monitor the technical condition of motorized transport
equipment and trailers, and the equipment of Public Safety transport inspectors;
- equipment for the urgent selective stoppage of automotive transport.
1. The organization of medical service in the organs of internal affairs.

Article 12

The CSSR Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs and the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs
will continue to annually exchange permits to their rest homes and sanatoria in order
to organize the rest and treatment of officials of the organs of internal affairs and
members of their families.

Article 13

The Contracting Parties will specify and coordinate the timeframes and other
conditions for holding specific events provided in this Long-Term Plan in annual
protocols.

Article 14

This Long-Range Plan will enter into force from the moment it is signed and is
effective until 31 December 1985.

The Long-Range plan was signed [date left blank] December 1980 in the city of
Moscow, and done in two copies, one each in the Russian and Czech languages, both
texts having equal force.
 			
 				
for the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs
of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic



[signature]	
J. Obzina
Minister
for the Ministry of 
Affairs of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics

[signature]
N. A. Shchelokov
Minister
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